After WOW Zone Bible Time and Midway Games head to the Concession Stand for a snack. This is a
great time to discuss and review the day’s lesson and memory verse. You can prepare and serve one
of the suggested snacks or substitute whatever you have on-hand.

Day One: IncrediPop Popcorn
Any popped popcorn seasoned to your taste
Discussion starter: Who knows on what day God created plants? (Day 3). God designed plants in
amazing ways. Talk about how a popcorn kernel completely changes when it’s heated.

Day Two: Incredible Animal Kingdom Treat
Any animal or dinosaur-shaped cookies, crackers or fruit snacks
Discussion starter: Who knows on what day God created animals? (Birds and fish/sea creatures on
Day 5, land animals on Day 6). Did God create all the animals on the same day? YES! Discuss some of
the amazing animal facts you learned at Bible Time.

Day Three: Fruit on a Stick
Fresh fruit arranged on a bamboo skewer or coffee stirrer or fruit-shaped chewy snacks
Discussion starter: Imagine all the fruit that God gave Adam and Eve to eat in the garden. They were
given so many wonderful foods, but what did they want? The one thing they couldn’t have. Discuss
how Satan does this to everyone—he tries to get us to focus on what we don’t have instead of being
thankful for what we do have.

Day Four: Eat Like a Bird
Trail mix, nuts, sunflower seeds or berries, fish-shaped crackers, or gummy worms; juice box or pouch
with a straw
Discussion starter: God created birds with unique beaks to enjoy a variety of foods. What kind of bird
eats (whatever your snack is)? What kind of bird uses its beak like a straw? Practice today’s echo
phrase: “It couldn’t just happen, God made them that way!”

Day Five: Chip-o-saurus
Triangle-shaped tortilla chips with salsa or cheese dip
Discussion starter: Do you know the name of the dinosaur that has spikey plates on its back, sort of
like the shape of these chips? Stegosaurus. Do you know the names of other dinosaurs? Put your Bible
glasses on and review what we know about dinosaurs from the Bible and from today’s Bible Time.

